
NON-STEERED ROAMING

Our SIM cards connect to different
network providers to ensure the
best signal, even in a moving lift
that dips in and out of reception.

MINIMISE EXPOSURE
TO LITIGATION

With our reliable connection,
exposure to potential litigation for
entrapment is minimised.

TOTAL CONTROL

Full visibility of voice and data
allowance via Avire Hub so you
never run out.

The DCP works with the AVIRE SIM
card so no connection to a
landline is required.

NO LANDLINE REQUIRED SAVE MONEY

Compared to landline rental, our
SIM card packages offer significant
savings. The same SIM card can
even be used for groups of lifts,
reducing your overall spend.

The plan can be updated
remotely, saving the cost of an
engineer visit to activate it.

REMOTE RENEWAL

ASSURED CONNECTIVITY

Avire optimises packages to ensure
these are never cut off due to low
usage. Alerts for significant peaks
notify that a review of the setup
should be performed.

UNLOCK THE POTENTIAL
OF YOUR GSM

The most modern GSM will only go
as far as the signal strength it can
work from. Our SIM cards give you
the strongest signal always. 

Additional information
Unlike commercial SIM cards, Avire SIM Machine to

machine (M2M) cards aren’t pushed off the

networks for low usage

 M2M SIM cards are designed to work in extreme

temperatures and vibrations

Available in 2, 3, 4 & 5 years' contracts

Direct debit payment available for 2-year contracts:

payment is taken quarterly in advance so less time

is spent maintaining the package

The strongest and most reliable connection for emergency calls
you can trust when you need it the most

AVIRE SIM cards

With thousands of SIM cards sold in the UK and
Ireland over the last 3 years, the Avire SIM cards are
the most reliable and trusted offering in the market.

Avire has been offering lift safety and communication
solutions since 2003. With manufacturing locations in
4 countries and sales offices in 14 locations, our DCP is
the world’s most trusted solution that has already
been installed in over 200,000 lifts across Europe to
ensure passenger safety and compliance. We also
offer local Support Services to ensure our customers
receive the help they require.
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